Completing the DDSI

Log in for NCTN (NCI Sponsored Trials) using your CTEP-IAM username and password.
Link for IROC Users: https://cr-rtqa-web.acr.org/DDSI/Home/CTEPLOGIN

Once in the form, it features the ability to recall contact and treatment planning system information
by protocol number and NCI number. Populate these two fields and choose ‘Lookup Last Form’
and this information will be returned if there is a match. (note this is only for forms submitted in
this version. Previous forms are not contained here.)

If a case number is added when searching and there is a match of all elements, the protocol number
and Case number, the entire previously submitted form will be returned and allow you to edit.
‘Lookup Last Form’ is not required and does not need to be used and is just in place to help eliminate
the need to re-enter common data.
The Brachy section of the form is only enabled when a Brachy submission is enabled.

If a submission is not marked as a correction and is being submitted for a matching case number and
protocol number, and was also not recalled, a message warning of this will be given to the submitter,
allowing them the option to submit it as a correction, edit the form as they had filled it out, or retrieve
a copy of the previously submitted form to edit it for submission.
Successful submission will generate the following message along with an emailed copy of the
submission to all staff listed in the contact area of the form.

Finally some notes:
 Patient initials need to be only alphabetic characters, up to 3 characters long, no spaces, no
dashes, no numbers
 At least one contact person is required in the form. That contact must have a name, phone
number and email listed
 For any contact listed a name, phone number and email are required
 If the form is half complete and then you choose the lookup last form option and there is a match,
just the recalled data will be returned to the form
 No matches to your lookup will return the following:

Thank you for your time.

